Fun & Games

Bugdom2 - 3.0.3, Demo, $14.95 universal 3D virtual world where you become a bug.
http://pangeasoft.net/
Requirements: Mac OS X 10.3.9 or later.
3D action-adventure game based on the Bugdom universe. Bugdom2... It has been three years since Rollie McFly rid the Bugdom of the evil King Thorax and his minions, but the Bugdom can still be dangerous place as our new hero Skip is about to find out. While on his way to visit his family on the far side of the Bugdom, a Bully Bee swooped down and stole Skip’s knapsack. Your job as Skip is to track down the Bully Bee and get your knapsack back. The chase takes place mostly in and around a house. You will make new friends in the Bugdom who will help you through each area. Keep an eye out for Sam the Snail and Sally the Chipmunk. Sam will usually make you prove your worthiness before he will help you, but Sally is just interested in gathering acorns, so be sure to brings lots of those to her. Additionally, the same Buddy Bugs that helped Rollie McFly defeat King Thorax will help you defeat most mean enemy bugs that you encounter. Bugdom 2 is a 3D action-adventure game suitable for all ages.

Confused 1.1, freeware universal, A moving puzzle game.
Requires: Mac OS X 10.2 or later.
Confused... A moving puzzle game or a puzzle game that's moving. Don't get confused. Use your own pictures, en put the pieces in the right place.

Connet4 Fisa 2.2.1, freeware universal, Version of the Connect Four game.
http://www.cabbage.it/fisa/download.php?lang=en&desc=4
Requires: Mac OS X 10.4 or later.
Connect4 Fisa is a computer version of the common game Connect four. The aim of the game is to arrange four circles in a line before the other player, the computer. The line can be oblique in both sides, horizontal or vertical.

Cro-Mag Rally 2.2.1, Demo, $14.95 universal Intense 3D caveman racing game.
http://pangeasoft.net/
Requirements: Mac OS X 10.4 or later.
In Cro-Mag Rally you are a speed-hungry caveman named Brog who races through the Stone, Bronze, and Iron Ages in primitive vehicles such as the Geode Cruiser, Bone Buggy, Logmobile, Trojan Horse, and many others . Brog has at his disposal an arsenal of primitive weaponry ranging from Bone Bombs to Chinese Bottle Rockets and Heat Seeking Homing Pigeons. In addition to single-player racing where one player races against the computer, there are also several different multi-player modes including Tag, Capture the Flag, and Survival. Two players can play on a single computer in split-screen mode, or up to 6 players can play over a network. Cro-Mag Rally is an incredibly diverse and entertaining racing game, and there is nothing else like it for the Macintosh! Playable demo version.

Cube 2005-08-29, freeware universal,Multiplayer and singleplayer first person shooter game.
Requires: Mac OS X 10.3 or later. 32MB Graphics Card
Cube is an open source multiplayer and singleplayer first person shooter game built on an entirely new and very unconventional engine. Cube is a landscape-style engine that pretends to be an indoor FPS engine, which combines very high precision dynamic occlusion culling with a form of geometric mipmapping on the whole world for dynamic LOD for configurable fps & graphic detail on most machines. Uses OpenGL & SDL.

Cube Letra 1.2, freeware universal, Word game with a Latin American theme.
http://www.tweeler.com/index.php?PAGE=cubaletra_info
Requires: Mac OS X 10.4 or later.
Cuba Letra is a new type of word game with a fun and funky Latin American theme! It combines mental and physical dexterity to challenge players ability to make words against the clock. It's great fun for all ages with an easy mode that children can play or a harder mode that will challenge even the most literate adults. It comes with English and Dutch word lists.

Enigmo 2.0.8, demo, $19.95 3D puzzle game. 
http://www.pangeasoft.net/enigmo/
Mac OS X 10.4 or later.
Enigmo is the most unique game that Pangea Software has ever created, and it is a departure from our action-adventure games which we are known for. Enigmo is a 3D puzzle game where you move various streams of flowing liquid so that the droplets get to their destination. Liquids (water, oil, and lava) fall from "droppers" and will bounce around the walls of a mechanism. 

Klondike 10.3.1 Shareware $10 Play five different solitaire card games.
http://www.casteel.org/
Mac OS X 10.2 or later - TIGER COMPATIBLE, Download v.9.1 for PPC systems running Mac OS X
Klondike is the original solitaire game for Macintosh, originally written in 1984 for the first 128K Macintosh. Today's Klondike is System 7 and 8 friendly, 32-bit Addressing compatible, supports color or B/W, and runs on any Macintosh computer from the Plus to the PowerPC. It includes four different solitaire games. The latest version is a Carbon application and requires Mac OS X or Mac OS 8.5 or greater with CarbonLib. This version allows the game window to be expanded and enlarges the cards proportionally. A version is still available which is compatible with any Macintosh, from the Mac Plus running System 6.0.5 to the latest version of Mac OS X, but enlargement is not available. 

Maelstrom 3.0.6 freeware Popular asteroids shooting game.
Ambrosia Software, help@ambrosiasw.com, http://www.ambrosiasw.com
Requirements: Mac OS X 10.0 or higher
Anyone familiar with the classic asteroids arcade game will feel right at home with this one. A classic in its own right, Maelstrom is one of Ambrosia’s flagship games that put the company in a league of its own. Pilot your spaceship through an asteroid field and exercise your trigger finger as you blast away those pesky rocks. Watch out for all the space debris hurling its way towards you and remember to put up your shields when the going gets really tough. Now Mac OS X compatible!

MasterKick 1.5.4, shareware, $9.95 Table soccer game.
Requirements: Mac OS X 10.3.9 or later.
MasterKick is a table soccer game with various playfields and players, weather visual effects, or live cheering. Master kick gives you the full atmosphere of soccer match combined with foosball skill. Highly sophisticated AI plus numerous formations selection, playing in a league or quick match will not fail any soccer fan expectations. Great dynamic music and sound powered by MODULA Audio Engine and more.

Mine Field Hex 1.0, freeware
http://www.jseuss.com/
Requirements: Mac OS X 10.5 or later.
Welcome to the new dawn of minesweeper. If you’ve never played minesweeper before, the concept is simple. Tread carefully across the minefield until you reveal numbers underneath a grid tile. Each number represents how many mines are sitting right next to that tile.  Use the information wisely, and strategically flag known mines and clear away known empty squares to finally reveal or flag the entire board. Because this game is played on a hexagonal grid, every tile has 6 adjacent tiles requiring a new mental geometry to solve the puzzles.
Mish-Mash 1.0, freeware,  Rebuild the photos that have been divided and randomly laid out.
Requirements: Mac OS X 10.5 or later.
MishMash is a game for the Mac/iPhone/iPod touch where your challenge is to rebuild the original photos that have been divided and randomly laid out inside the pages.

MySlotMachine 2.0.1, freeware,  Like a real slot machine.
http://www.cabbage.it/fisa/download.php?lang=en&desc=2
Requirements: Mac OS X 10.4 or later.
MySlotMachine is like a real slot-machine, the aim is to score as many points as possible. "Pulling" a lever you make three wheels start turning, with a speed that depends on the game difficulty. After that, you must stop the wheels, one by one or all together, but you should try to set them in the same position. So if at least two boxes have the same symbol, you get some points.

Nanosaur 2 The Hatchling, Demo, $14.95 universal 3D virtual dinosaur game.
http://pangeasoft.net/
Requirements: G4/700,  X 10.2.8 or later. Radeon or GeForce 2 video acceleration with at least 32MB of VRAM.
The awesome sequel to Nanosaur. Playable demo version. Nanosaur 2 is a continuation of the original Nanosaur storyline, yet this time you get to fly a pteradactyl who's loaded with hi-tech weaponry, and the game is much larger than the original 1998 game. In addition to the adventure mode where you blast enemy dinos and save eggs, there are also six two-player levels including racing, capture-the-flag, and battle.

Otto Matic 3.1, Demo, $14.95 universal Rocket ship game.
http://pangeasoft.net/
Requirements: Mac OS X 10.4 or later.
Action adventure with a 1950's Sci-Fi theme. Playable demo version. Otto Matic... Your rocket ship will take you to each of the planets, starting with Earth. While on each planet you must save as many humans as you can, but be careful because the Brain Aliens will try to abduct the humans before you can save them. When you save humans, they are teleported to your rocket ship. To escape the planet you must also collect rocket fuel. Once The Giant Brain has been defeated and peace restored to the galaxy, you will return to Earth with your human cargo where they will be freed.

Pairs 2.1.3, freeware, Matching tiles game.
Requirements: Mac OS X 10.2 or later.
Pairs is a modern version of the traditional matching tiles game. Test your memory by racing against the clock to find matching pairs of pictures in the shortest time. Pairs is a Universal Binary, and is donationware.

Pangea Arcade 1.0.7, Demo $14.95 universal Firefall, Warheads, and Nucleus arcade games.
http://pangeasoft.net/
Mac OS X 10.3.9 or later. G4 1 Ghz
Pangea Arcade is a collection of three exciting games: “Nucleus”, “Warheads”, and “Firefall”. All three are action-arcade games based on classic arcade themes, but these new games have been completely modernized and loaded with visual eye candy. Nucleus is a space-based game where your goal is to build atoms by collecting electrons and attaching them to the interstellar nuclei. Accomplishing this task involves navigating around space debris, comet fields, black holes, etc. Warheads is a game where your mission is to protect your nuclear reactors and power stations from incoming missile bombardments. Firefall is a more abstract arcade game where you shoot through barriers and falling objects to take out the advancing worms.


Pontoon 2.5.5, Freeware  Blackjack game.
Mac OS X 10.3.9 or later.
Pontoon is a complete Player vs. Dealer Blackjack game, ideal for practicing your skills with no fincancial loss! Customize your game by enabling the major Blackjack rules and options, including Surrender, Insurance, Five Card Charlie, Split and Double.

Puzzles Forever 1.3 shareware $15 Jigsaw puzzles brought to life in 3D.
http://solitaireforever.com/puzzles/
Requirements: Mac X 10.2 or higher
Puzzles Forever... Jigsaw puzzles brought to life in 3D.
Beautiful, simple graphic interface
Create puzzles with up to 900 pieces
Enjoy six free puzzles
Import your own pictures to use as puzzles
Several puzzle piece shape types
Multiple zoom levels
Full screen mode
	
Second Life 2.0.1.203797free account $9.95 each additional Expansive online society, lived in/built by its participants.
http://secondlife.com/support/downloads.php
Requirements:  Mac OS X 10.3.9 or later, 1GHz G4 processor or better, 512MB of RAM, GeForce 2 or ATI Radeon 8500 graphics or better, Internet Connection: Broadband (DSL/Cable Modem/LAN)
Second Life is a 3-D virtual world entirely built and owned by its residents. Since opening to the public in 2003, it has grown explosively and today is inhabited by a total of 5,145,919 people from around the globe.
From the moment you enter the World you'll discover a vast digital continent, teeming with people, entertainment, experiences and opportunity. Once you've explored a bit, perhaps you'll find a perfect parcel of land to build your house or business. You'll also be surrounded by the Creations of your fellow residents. Because residents retain the rights to their digital creations, they can buy, sell and trade with other residents. The Marketplace currently supports millions of US dollars in monthly transactions. This commerce is handled with the in-world unit-of-trade, the Linden dollar, which can be converted to US dollars at several thriving online Linden Dollar exchanges. Welcome to Second Life. We look forward to seeing you in-world.
Your first Basic account is FREE, and includes access to events, shopping, building, scripting- everything you can do in Second Life. After your first free Basic Account, each Additional Basic Account (known in-world as an "alt" account) costs a one-time fee of $9.95. A Premium Second Life account, starting at $9.95 a month, allows you to own land on which you can build, display, entertain and live.

Shippy1984 1.3.3.7 freeware Classic space shooter game.
http://openarena.ws/
Requirements: Mac OS X 10.0 or later
Shippy1984 is a classic space shooter game where you control a pixelated ship from above shooting enemies that fly by in rows.

Solitaire Forever 1.3.4 shareware $25.00 Over 100 solitaire card games.
http://www.solitaireforever.com/
Requirements: Mac OS X 10.4 Tiger, GeForce or Radeon class graphics
Probably one of the most elegant appearing solitaire games for OSX.  My new favorite. Solitaire Forever is a solitaire card game with the following features:
Over 150 solitaire games brought to life in 3D.
4 games free, and free trials of the rest.
Beautiful, simple graphic interface.
Visual and textual rules for each game.
Unlimited undo/redo.
Options to find/reveal cards, relax the rules, and auto-play.
Full screen mode.

Solitaire Greatest Hits 2.0 freeware, Nice version of FreeCell
http://sourceforge.net/projects/solitaire-hits/files/solitaire-hits/
Requirements: Mac OS X 10.5 or later
A collection of popular Solitaire games developed specifically for Mac. Solitaire Greatest Hits is a free, open source project that was started with the goal of creating high quality, beautiful and free implementations of classic Solitaire games that should have shipped with the Mac.  Solitaire Greatest Hits includes Klondike, Free Cell, Spider, Pyramid, Canfield, Aces Up, Golf, Scorpion, Baker’s Game, Yukon and Forty Thieves.

Solitaire XL 1.1.8 freeware, Version of Klondike solitaire.
Steinholm Software, support@lavacat.com, http://lavacat.com
Requirements: Mac OS X 10.4 Tiger, GeForce or Radeon class graphics
Solitaire XL is a stunning version of the well known one-person card game, Klondike Solitaire. It builds on the power of Cocoa and OpenGL to provide integrated 3D effects during gameplay.

TuxPuck 0.8.2 freeware, OS X port of a Linux game, air hockey simulator.
http://wiredupandfiredup.co.uk/tux/tuxpuck.html
Requirements: Mac OS X 10.3 or later
TuxPuck is an OS X port of the Linux game. It's a kind of air hockey simulator, along the lines of the awesome Shufflepuck Cafe, it's also fiendishly hard. It is released under the GPL, you can read more about the original game and get the source code on the TuxPuck homepage. This release is currently only compiled for the PowerPC architecture, however it will run fine and has been tested on an Intel Mac. It is bundled as an OS X installer package as there are some dependencies on some other frameworks which it needs to install. These are SDL, Ogg Vorbis, libjpeg and libpng. Unfortunately, at the moment these are not bundled as a part of the App and SDL, Ogg and Vorbis are installed in /Library/Frameworks and the libjpeg and libpng are installed in /usr/local. Typically this won't cause a problem, but don't say we didn't warn you :)
Web Sudoku Deluxe 1.2.2 demo $14.95 (Universal) Desktop Sudoku game.
http://www.websudoku.com/deluxe.php 
Requirements: Mac OS 10.4 or later
Web Sudoku Deluxe desktop sudoku game for Mac OS X from websudoku.com. Includes billions of Sudoku puzzles. Now with Squiggly Sudoku with crazy shapes, and Sudoku-X with an extra diagonal challenge! Plus standard Sudoku in 9x9 and other sizes from 4x4 up to 16x16. Powerful printing options with up to 6 puzzles per page. Full screen play, solving assistance, pencil marking and timer. 

Zombies freeware Destroy the Zombies
http://codenautics.com/zombies/
Requirements: G4 733 or better. 256MB of Free Memory
Welcome to Zombies, a turn-based game where the only goal is to outlast and destroy the zombies before they do the same to you. Can you save humanity from being overrun? 



